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Honeymoon Tour of Uttarakhand



HIGHLIGHTS

If you are looking for that perfect honeymoon package for you and you’re loved than this Honeymoon Tour of Uttarakhand
is the perfect option for your honeymoon.  In this package, we are covering some of the most beautiful destinations of 
Uttarakhand, this 7 days and 6 nights package offer a serene ambiance to the couple where they can spend some quality 
time together.  In This tour package, we include Nainital, Ranikhet, Kausani, and Delhi. All these destinations feature a 
beautiful and scenic environment where you can unwind with your partner and create unforgettable memories. 

A Honeymoon tour package by Nirvana Trip is your opportunities that would take you to see a world, so serene and picture-
perfect. 

DAY  01

Upon arrival in Delhi, our team representative meets you who will escort you to Nainital. Nainital is popular hill station in India which 
is known for its pear-shaped lake, is located in the foothills of the Himalayas offering the spectacular view of the green valley around.  
The bustling roads of Nainital, beautified with Victorian lamp posts, radiate a vintage charm.  This place is Home to Himalayan black 
bears, snow leopards and steppe eagles along with many other animal species. 

Once you reach here, check-in at the designated hotel and spend the remaining day in activities of your choice.

DELHI- NAINITAL (300 Km/08 hrs) 

ITINERARY DETAILS

DAY  02

After breakfast, you will visit famous lake sightseeing tour of Nainital like Bhimtal, Khurpatal, Sariyatal, Naini, Sattal, and 
Nauchukitatal. 

Bhimtal: This is a beautiful lake. The main beauty of the lake is Iceland within the lake. Name of this lake comes with the name of 
Mahabharat's BHIM and the main attraction is having a beautiful Iceland. Connectivity of this Iceland is only by boat.

NAINITAL SIGHTSEEING



Khurpatal: This Lake is considered to be angler’s paradise having clear water and a good harvest of fishes which is an altitude of 5500 
ft (1635 MT).

Sariyatal: This lake is about 5 km away from Nainital on the way to Kaladhungi which is nestled this small Lake and a beautiful tourist 
spot.  This is a very good place to pass some time in solitude enjoying the beauty of nature. Himalayan Botanical Garden at Sariyatal
near Nainital has a butterfly Park, herbarium, library and a fern house with other facilities.

Naini Lake: natural freshwater body, situated amidst the township of Nainital in Uttarakhand State of India, tectonic in origin, is 
kidney shaped or crescent-shaped and has an outfall at the southeastern end. 

Sattal: It serves as a tranquil haven to the tourists who visit the place to enjoy the picturesque exquisiteness.  It is one of the few
unblemished and uncontaminated freshwater biomes in India.

Nauchukitatal: Naukuchiatal or 'lake of nine corners' is a small hill station in Nainital district of the Indian state of Uttarakhand. 
Naukuchiatal is 175 feet deep which is situated at 1220 mts above sea level. It is surrounded by hills covered with trees and shrubs.

After that, rest of the half day you can do boat ride in Naini Lake back to the hotel and overnight stay at the hotel after delicious 
dinner. 

After breakfast, you will drive to Ranikhet. On arrival, you will check -in at the hotel and later visit for government fruit garden and the 
Research Station at Chaubatia. Chaubatia Garden is renowned for apple orchards. Ranikhet is popular for its peaches luscious apples, 
apricots, and various alpine fruits. Apart from fruits, one can buy fresh juices and honey from Chaubatia Gardens.  The main 
picturesque views of the snow-capped peaks of the mighty Himalayan range can be seen from Chaubatia Gardens.

Back to the hotel and overnight, stay at the hotel. 

DAY  03 NAINITAL-RANIKHET



The morning after breakfast, you will visit Jhoola Devi Temple dedicated to goddess Durga, Binsar Mahadev, and Temple Majkhali. 
First of all, you will visit the Binsar Mahadev Temple. The structure of the Binsar Mahadev Temple and its spiritual beings Lord Shiva 
both adds positive vibes to our mind and soul. This Temple is situated amidst beautiful pine and deodar trees. After that, you will visit 
the Majkhali Temple- is known for the towering view of the Himalayas as it is close to the base of the mountain range. A view of the 
majestic, 26500 ft high Mount Trishul takes one's breath away. 

Back to hotel and stay overnight at the hotel after dinner.

DAY  04 RANIKHET SIGHTSEEING

The morning after breakfast, you will drive to Kausani.  On arrival, you will check in at the hotel. Kausani providing wonderful views of 
the Trishul, Nanda Devi, and Panchuli, there are only a few places within the mountain range which may compare with the sweetness 
of Kausani - A picturesque hill station far-famed for its scenic splendor and its spectacular three hundred metric linear unit wide 
majestic read of the mountain range. It’s everything for a nature lover. Kausani is frequented by tourists for the broad views of the 
mountain range. Frozen in time, this background makes Kausani the proper place for a vacation with the family.

Nanda Devi: Nanda Devi may be a part of Garhwal mountain range and is settled within the state of Uttarakhand, The eastern summit 
of Nanda Devi called Nanda Devi East lies at the border of the Chamoli, Pithoragarh and Bageshwar districts of Garhwal.  This temple 
is bordered by the Rishiganga vale within the west and also the Goriganga vale within the east. The word 'Nanda Devi' virtually 
suggests that Bliss-giving divinity associated is revered as an abode of the Gods.

Pancha Chulli: are a group of five snow-capped Himalayan peaks lying at the end of the eastern Kumaon region, near Munsiyari, in 
Pithoragarh, Uttarakhand the peaks have altitudes ranging from 6,334 meters (20,781 ft) to 6,904 meters (22,651 ft). 
Rest of the day, you will free at leisure and stay, overnight at the hotel.

DAY  05 RANIKHET-KAUSANI



INCLUSIONS:

•Accommodation in a well appointed room
•Meal as per hotel plan

•All transfers and sightseeing as per the itinerary 
in an air-conditioned vehicle.
•All Toll taxes, Parking & State Tax.

EXCLUSIONS:

•Anything not mentioned under ‘Package 
Inclusions’
•All personal expenses, optional tours and extra 
meals
•Vehicle service on leisure days for sightseeing 
not included in the itinerary

•Medical and travel insurance
•Tips, laundry and phone calls

Early morning, you will start your day with the view of Sunrise on the Himalayan range and after breakfast, visit the Baijnath Temple.

Baijnath Temple: Baijnath is sixteen metric linear units from Kausani, a far-famed temple city on the banks of the Gomti within the Garuda vale. 
During this temple complicated the most attractive is that the black stone idol of Annapurna the most entrance. Although fishing is strictly 
prohibited at intervals the field, you'll be able to feed them with an outsized packet of channa. A Kali temple is found 8km from Baijnath called 
Kot-ki-mai.

Return to Hotel and overnight, stay at Hotel.

DAY  06 KAUSANI SIGHTSEEING

After breakfast, you will drive back to Delhi. On arrival at Delhi drop you at airport to connect flight for onward destination.

DAY  07 KAUSANI-DELHI 
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Click Below for Payment

How to Book
We at Nirvana are more than happy to book your trip. Drop a mail at: info@nirvanatrip.in
Or call Tollfree: 180-010-284-07  Support: (24/7) 0120-4858900/49

Cancellation Policy: 

Nirvana Trip realizes that most people who cancel their reservations do so out of necessity. Nevertheless, cancellations are costly to administer and involve dedicated 
staff time and communications costs. 

Therefore, all cancellations made before 30 days after booking are subject to 8% deduction of total tour cost. 

• Cancellation made between 29-22 days after booking is subject to a non-refundable of 22%.
• Cancellation made between 21-16 days after booking is subject to a non-refundable of 50% deduction of total tour cost. 
• Cancellation made 15-9 days before commencement of tour after booking are subject to a 70% of tour cost. Cancellation made within 9-3 days prior to departure 90% 
of total tour cost.
• Cancellation made Day of departure or now shows – 100% of tour cost.

Cancellations are based on total package bases. Please note, however, that reservations made after the final payment date are immediately subject to cancellation 
charges.

If you need to cancel your reservation, please send us a mail at info@nirvanatrip.in and contact a Nirvana Trip Customer Service Representative. To receive any refund, if 
applicable, that may be due will be processed within 35 days after our receipt of your written notice of cancellation. Traveler substitutions are considered reservation 
cancellations and are subject to cancellation fees. Please note that we do not make any refunds for any unused portion of your trip.
* Refund will be processed through the same online mode in 10-15 working days.

https://nirvanatrip.co.in/payment/
http://gonirvana.in/bhutan.php
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